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Unauthorized absence, often referred to an absence without leave or absent, occurs when an employee ceases to attend work without (i) absence being authorized or (ii) absence being absent from genuine illness (and in compliance with any requirements for notification and proof under a Sick Leave Policy). Management may authorize
absence in a wide variety of situations, including family leave, compassionate leave, jury service, public duties, and career breaks. It is also possible to use the discretion of management to grant ad hoc license as a special license, care should be taken to avoid the creation of any right to such a license in future similar requests by custom
and practice. Authorization would normally be given before leave is taken, but it is possible to retrospectively authorize the absence of an employee, for example in emergency situations or a sudden mourning. Please refer to the Authorized Absence Section for more information on the authorized absence. Unauthorized Absence
Disciplinary Action is a clear crime of misconduct. Most employers would specifically list unauthorized absence or absence without leave in a non-exhaustive list of examples of misconduct crimes under their disciplinary policy. A specific reference to an offense classified as misconduct is always helpful because it provides a fair warning to
employees and also helps consistently. It is rare to classify unauthorized absence as a crime of gross misconduct, this would generally not be recommended. The expectation would be that the unauthorized absence would usually be handled by a series of disciplinary warnings that culminate in second-hour dismissal. This is particularly
important with regard to employees with more than two years of continuous employment or who have protected characteristics that may result in court claims. However, some cases of unauthorized absence may be serious enough to be classified as misconduct, for example, when an employee applied for leave and this was legitimately
refused, but the employee took it anyway. In this scenario, absence would not be authorized, but also the offense would amount to a possible insubordination and, therefore, could justify more serious disciplinary actions. Employers should consider each unauthorized absence situation in their own facts. Employees will often have an
excuse not to attend work. Confusion about shifts or working days may not be seen as a justifiable reason, but a sudden death of a family member or employee involved in a serious accident would normally be sufficient to justify the immediate absence of aftermath. Unauthorized absence procedure The steps below a suggested
procedure to be followed when an employee does not attend work. Care should be taken to comply with its own policies and procedures (including the Disciplinary Policy) and and case should be taken into its own facts. First Day of Absence When an employee fails to attend work without prior authorization and without reporting their
absence due to illness should be made to contact them. Periodic contact attempts can be made throughout the day, including phone calls to your home and mobile number, emails, and text messages. Make a detailed record of the attempts that have been made to contact the employee, including call times and any voicemail messages
left for them. If you have details of an emergency contact for the employee, you can try to contact them to explain that the employee did not attend work and ask the employee to make contact. It is a good practice to write to the employee expressing concern about their absence, explaining that they are not authorized and asking them to
contact you. This is known as a letter of concern and can be sent by mail and/or email. If the employee returns to work or makes contact to explain his absence, consider whether to refer to the disciplinary hearing in relation to the unauthorized absence so far (even if only one day). Second Day of Absence If the employee does not attend
again, periodic contact attempts should be resumed. If the employee lives alone, it may be appropriate to arrange a home visit to check their well-being. Assuming there is no contact or relevant information received by the end of the second day, it would be reasonable to invite the employee to a disciplinary hearing (with sufficient notice)
to respond to the unauthorized absence claim. Full details of absence dates and attempts made to contact the employee should be included in the letter. The letter can be sent by first-class mail or registered delivery and if the employee has an email account a copy can also be sent by email to minimize the risk of the employee claiming
that he did not receive the letter. Employers should remember that it is important to be able to prove the fact that the employee has received the letter if the employee tries to contest it. A letter sent by First Class Mail will be deemed received 2 business days after posting, but there is no way to prove that it was actually received. On the
other hand, a delivery method that requires signature on receipt is better evidence, but employees may not be at the address or may refuse to sign, and therefore delivery will not occur and the first class after-delivery or other method, such as manual delivery, will then need to be attempted. Disciplinary Hearing If the employee attends, the
hearing shall be conducted in accordance with the normal disciplinary procedure (see Disciplinary Vision and Desaverpulsion [FS5.01], Disciplinary Matters [FS5.02] and Disciplinary Policy [P5.01]). If the employee does not attend and there has been contact or information received, then it would be prudent to reschedule the meeting and
give the employee one more opportunity to participate. The letter inviting the employee to the rescheduled hearing should make it clear that the hearing will be held in the absence of employees if they do not appear on the scheduled date and a decision may be made in their absence. If a disciplinary penalty is imposed (e.g. a written
warning) the employee must have the right to appeal in accordance with the usual Disciplinary Policy. This document was created by, or on behalf of ESP Ltd, as a general document and as a guide regarding your subject matter and has not been tailored to you or the specific circumstances in which you are seeking to use it. Before using
this document and performing any HR process, you should consult the organization's own policies and procedures to ensure that you do nothing in conflict with your own policies and procedures. If you have questions about how to use this document or, if you need any legal advice, please feel free to contact ESP Ltd on 0333 006 2929
and our legal team will be more than happy to help. ESP Ltd will not be liable in any way for any actions taken by you or your use of this document unless we have been consulted about the use of this document as a legal advisor for your business or have prepared any tailor-made documentation in response to a specific support request.
Coronavirus (COVID-19): Latest advice for employers and employees Did you get the information you need on this page? Yes No Home/ RECENT ARTICLES / Oh dear. Your employee didn't show up for work and you don't know why. One minute you're worried about their well-being, and the next minute you're pulling your hair out
because they let you down. The technical hr term for this is to leave (absence without a license). But it's also called
that comes from the online social dating scene. There is an appropriate way to deal with this situation, and it starts by putting your emotions on one side. Your job now is to demonstrate that you are a fair and responsible
employer. Here's how. HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR EMPLOYEE? Did you suspect this could happen? Perhaps there have been absence problems in the past? Or, is that new behavior? And this comes as a complete surprise to you. If so, apply a little common sense. For example, if this is totally out of character for that person,
maybe something unexpected has happened at home? DOUBLE CHECK THIS IS AN UNAUTHORIZED ABSENCEOkay, so an unauthorized absence is when your employee has not entered the work – and you have not been notified or informed of why. Actually, it's an offense Your employment contracts or policies should tell you what
your employees should do – if they need time off – including when and how they do so Let you know. Before taking any action, make sure you don't have your wires crossed. It sounds crazy, but running a small business can be totally intense, and it's very easy to forget conversations you've had with your people about free time. Of course,
an authorized absence is one that was arranged with you in advance. For example, when your employee is taking time off to go on their joys, or to participate in a dental consultation. There! If this is not the case – despite how unfair the situation is – you cannot simply fire your employee. There are rules that you must follow to avoid falling
into disagreement with the law. In 2018/19, there were 660 cases of unfair dismissal in which individuals were awarded on average, a £13,704 compensation from an employment tribunal by the way, these figures are GOV.UK court statistics. TRY TO MAKE CONTACT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE! It's their job to try to proactively reach their
employee if they're not at work, and they haven't contacted to explain what's going on. Give them a buzz and leave them a message if you can't get through. You should also try calling their emergency contact – just in case something unforeseen has happened. The number of times you try to contact depends on the work they do, how it is
affecting your business, and whether it is normal for that person. Remember to use a little common sense, and always be fair and reasonable. Whatever happens, write down what you said, and when you said it. Later – if this becomes a disciplinary issue – you'll need to show how you've taken sensible steps to reach your employee. It's
time to put pen on paper If you're still not getting any joy, send a letter by mail – and maybe by email too – if you have your personal email address details. Some employers choose to send the letter by recorded delivery to have more chances to be seen. In the letter you should: Show your concern for your well-being Explain the impact
your disappearance is having on your business Ask them to contact you, to discuss what is happening and what they plan to do Get information about how they should contact you and when by Ponto out that an unauthorized absence is misconduct and may lead to disciplinary action START DISCIPLINARY ACTION If you have not heard
anything, it is time to initiate disciplinary action. Send another letter inviting them to a disciplinary hearing. Give them enough notice to attend, make sure it's in a place they can get to, and tell them they can bring someone with them if they want. For example, a colleague or union representative. A hearing is a fancy word for a meeting
where you: Explain what your employee did wrong Present the evidence support your complaint Allow your staff member to tell you what happened from your perspective ✋ 't make any decision during the hearing, just tell them that you'll put your in writing as soon as possible. Enough, MAKE YOUR DECISION AND MOVE ON Whether
your employee showed up at your hearing or not, will you fire them? Whatever you decide, send it in writing and send it. In that letter, however, you should mention that they have the right to appeal their decision by sending you a letter explaining why they think you were unfair. Check out
Disciplinary &amp; Dismissal Toolkit if you
need a helping hand. &lt;insert website= link=&gt;STAY ON TO THESE MASSIVELY IMPORTANT GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Without you should already know that all people's problems need to be treated with child gloves. To protect yourself and your business, you should: Be totally fair and reasonable at all times ✅ really think about
the person you are dealing with. Is this new or normal behavior?
Keep a written record of all contacts – including what was said, who by and when
Jot down the genuine impacts on your business. For example, having to disappoint
customer to be driven by what is written in their employee contracts and manuals to make sure
that you are following your own disciplinary policies DID YOU KNOW?' Ghosting's employers have become more prevalent in Japan because of its
is disapproved of by some people simply giving up a job and admitting defeat. This caused employees to strive to avoid dismissal. Employee turnover rates are low because workers
tend to keep a job, regardless of whether they are meeting their needs or not. 'Ghosting' is seen as a much easier option to look at an employer and tell them that they want to leave. This led to companies being set up, offering to resign on behalf of people! SUMMING THINGS UP then When you're being 'ghosted' by your employee, it's so
hard not to react emotionally. But there are proper procedures you should follow to avoid complaints, and the
ask yourself: this normal behavior for your staff member? If it's not, common sense applies❓ make sure there hasn't been a mix-up on your side. It's easy to forget what you agreed to when you're at #embarrassing
maximum to try fair and reasonable contact in every possible way – and write down everything that's been said, and when you said it. ☎️ remember, an unauthorized absence is misconduct. Follow the disciplinary policies you have. A disciplinary hearing is likely to be required.
⚖️ Whatever the outcome, decide whether to fire your
employee – adhering to the appropriate procedures if you do.
At the end of the day, learn from the experience and move on. Contact us if you need more support. Mandy Hamerla Virtual HR Director &amp; Mentor. I create HR &amp; Hiring strategies for ambitious small businesses in the UK and support you to lead your &lt;/insert&gt;
&lt;/insert&gt; with confidence. Check out my store to download HR Templates &amp; Contracts designed to make life easier. www.modernhr.co.uk s easier. www.modernhr.co.uk
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